Abstract. We classify, in terms of topology of highest arcs, low height non-simple geodesics on the modular hyperbolic punctured sphere with three elliptic fixed points of order two. Of eight possible types, exactly one consists of geodesics that form a bigon about the cusp; we express all such geodesics in terms of Markoff triples. We also show that any geodesic joining two of the elliptic fixed points has locally isolated height.
Introduction and Statement of Results.
H. Cohn [Co] observed that the seemingly purely number theoretic Markoff spectrum formed by the minima on the integer lattice of (appropriately normalized) indefinite binary quadratic integral forms can be discussed in terms of heights of geodesics of certain small-index covers of the modular surface, Γ\H; see also [Se] , [LS] , [BLS] , [H] , [H2] , as well as chapter seven of [CF] . Indeed, the initial segment of the Markoff spectrum is closely related to the heights of the simple closed geodesics of the hyperbolic punctured torus uniformized by the commutator subgroup of Γ. This relationship also holds with respect to the heights of the simple closed geodesics of Γ 3 \H , the quotient of this torus by its elliptic involution [Sh] .
The height of a geodesic reports its penetration into a cusp; normalizing so that this cusp lifts to ∞, the height of a geodesic is the supremum of the Euclidean diameters of lifts to H of the geodesic. The set of all heights of geodesics of Γ 3 \H gives the Markoff spectrum. An approach to the geometric study of the Markoff spectrum has emerged: study the simple closed geodesics, thereafter the singly self-intersecting geodesics, and so on with increasing selfintersection number, [Se] , [Cr] , [CM] , [CM2] , [CrEtAl] . Here we rather ask: To what extent does knowledge of the height of a geodesic allow one to predetermine topological aspects of the geodesic?
The well-known fact that a geodesic of Γ 3 \H of height at least 3n, for a natural number n, must have at least n self-intersections already illustrates constrained height restricting topology. We specify eight types of geodesic arcs of geodesics and show that any geodesic of height between h = 3 and h = 6 has a 'high arc' of one of these types.
A geodesic with a 'highest arc' is called a height-achieving geodesic, these are of main interest for the Markoff spectrum, see Lemma 1. Lastly, Haas [H] showed that on a hyperbolic surface of a single cusp, each non-simple geodesic forms either a monogon or bigon (see Definition 1 below) about the cusp.
Theorem 1. Let γ be a height-achieving geodesic on Γ
3 \H of height strictly between h = 3 and h = 6. Then γ is of one of seven, out of the eight potential types specified in Definition 4.
Geodesics of Γ 3 \H that form a bigon but not a monogon about the cusp are exactly those geodesics of Type 3.
The height of a simple closed geodesic on Γ 3 \H is 9 − 4/z 2 , where (x, y, z) is some Markoff triple of positive integers, thus satisfying x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 3xyz, with z ≥ y ≥ x. In the setting of the modular hyperbolic torus, Crisp and Moran [CM] showed that geodesics of the form that they called Proper Single Self-Intersecting, or PSSI, have heights 9 + 4/z 2 . In [SS2] , we showed that there is a close geometric connection between simple closed geodesics and the avatars of the PSSI on Γ 3 \H . In particular, this leads to the PSSI-indexed fundamental domains reviewed in § 6. These domains facilitate insight into the geometry of large families of geodesics. As an example of this, we have the following result. See also Figure 7 on page 25.
Theorem 2. If γ is a Type 3 geodesic, then γ is a closed geodesic connecting an elliptic fixed point to itself. Furthermore, there exists a natural number n and a Markoff triple (x, y, z) such that the height of γ is given by
h(γ) = 9 + 4 (a n z) 2 , where the sequence a n := a n (z) satisfies a −1 = 0 ; a 0 = 1 ; a n = 3za n−1 − a n−2 , for n ≥ 1 .
The portion of the Markoff spectrum between 3 and √ 13 remains of most interest, see [CF] . Also of continued interest is the topology of this set: its isolated points, limit points and the like. We discuss limits of heights of geodesics, as well as local isolation. A geodesic is locally isolated in height if any geodesic that is of 'high point' sufficiently close to a 'highest point' of the given geodesic has in fact a yet higher point (see § 2 for the definitions of high and highest points). This concept is directly related to local isolation for continued fractions as introduced by Davis and Kinney [DK] ; Crisp and Moran [CM] showed that their PSSI are locally isolated. Our result implies theirs.
Theorem 3. Let γ be a geodesic of a hyperbolic Riemann surface with a specified cusp. If γ joins two elliptic fixed points of order two, then the height of γ is locally isolated in the height spectrum.
1.1. Remark on Generality: Teichmüller Space Context. Much of the present work can be placed in the more general setting where the hyperbolic orbifold Γ 3 \H is replaced by any hyperbolic punctured sphere with three elliptic points, see [Sh] or [Sch] . However, out of concern for the length of this paper, we restrict ourselves to the case of number theoretic interest. Especially in light of [Bow] , we imagine that one can achieve an analog of McShane's beautiful identity [Mc] , for the weighted sum of the length over all simple closed geodesics on any hyperbolic once-punctured torus, for any class of geodesics of length depending only upon the parameter z in corresponding Markoff triples. Since geodesic length is a function of trace of corresponding hyperbolic matrix, candidates for this include our Type 1 and Type 3 geodesics, and the Type 4 geodesics of even index in Lemma 24.
1.2. Outline. In § 2 we briefly discuss the geometry of the Markoff spectrum. The basics of the geometry of the surface of interest is given in § 3. The mildly technical § 4 gives explicit results on simple rays on Γ 3 \H . § 5 gives the division into eight topological types. § 6 establishes Type 1 as the PSSI, recalls the PSSI-indexed fundamental domains, and gives explicit descriptions of simple geodesic rays. In Sections 7 and 8, we discuss geodesics of Types 2 and 3 respectively. We explicitly determine all geodesics of these types of height less than 4.5, in terms of PSSIindexed fundamental domains. In Sections 9 and 10, we give various examples of geodesics of the remaining types. The local isolation results are given in § 11. Limits are discussed in § 12.
1.3. Acknowledgements. We thank D. Crisp and W. Moran as well as M. Flahive for their encouragement and interest in this and related work.
Markoff Spectrum and Lifts of Geodesics
Recall that the geodesics of the Poincaré upper half-plane, H, are the vertical (half-)lines and the semi-circles centered on the real line. Following tradition, we refer to these as h-lines, and their intersections with the (extended) real line as feet, with the left foot of a non-vertical h-line being less than its right foot. The highest point of a non-vertical h-line is called its apex.
Let S be a Riemann surface with hyperbolic structure and a distinguished cusp. One can uniformize S such that the cusp of S is given by ∞. A high point of a geodesic arc on S is a point on the arc that lifts to the apex of some h-line. The height of the point is the Euclidean radius of this h-line. A highest point of a geodesic is a point along the geodesic that lifts to be as least as high as any other point on the geodesic. The height of a geodesic is the supremum of the Euclidean diameters of the h-lines that cover it. (Warning: a point p ∈ H has height equal to ℑ(p), the h-line of apex p has height 2 ℑ(p) .)
Suppressing further reference to our particular cusp, we define the Markoff spectrum of S to be the set of all heights of geodesics of S. The related notion of the geometric Markoff value, see say [H3] , of a geodesic γ is defined as the area of the largest horocycle centered at the cusp which is disjoint from γ. Up to a normalizing constant, the height of γ is the inverse of its geometric Markoff value.
We say that a geodesic γ achieves its height if there is a lift of γ that has diameter equal to the height of γ.
The following, similar to a result in [Cr] , generalizes Lemma 6 of Chapter 1 of [CF] .
Lemma 1. Let S be a Riemann surface with a distinguished cusp, and let γ be a geodesic of S.
If the height of γ is finite, then there is a height-achieving geodesic of S of the same height as γ.
Proof: Of course, if γ is itself height-achieving, we are done. Otherwise, we normalize so that the cusp is represented by ∞, and suppose that the fundamental translation is w → w + λ. We thus fix a strip in H of Euclidean width λ, and need only consider lifts of γ in this strip. Let γ be of height h. Fix some ǫ > 0, and consider the Euclidean rectangle formed by intersection our vertical strip with horizontal lines (thus, horocycles) of equation y = h/2 ± ǫ. Since h is the supremum of diameters of lifts of γ, there is a sequence of lifts of γ of Euclidean diameter converging from below to the height of γ; we may assume that the apexes of these lifts lie in our compact rectangle. A subsequence of these apexes converges to a point, say p, lying on the horocycle of equation y = h/2.
The limit point p is the apex of some h-line, ℓ. We claim that ℓ projects to a geodesic of S that has the same height as γ. It suffices to show that ℓ is a highest lift of this projection. If not, then there is some element of the Fuchsian group uniformizing S that sends ℓ to an h-line of higher apex. But, the action of such an element is continuous on H -we can replace our sequence converging to p by a subsequence that still converges to p, but for which every apex is raised by this element. This is a contradiction; thus, ℓ is indeed a highest lift. Since ℓ is of the same height as the highest lift of γ, we are done.
Geometry of the Surface
The modular group is Γ = PSL(2, Z). It acts on the Poincaré plane H by way of möbius transformations; the modular surface is Γ\H. Let Γ ′ be the commutator subgroup of Γ. Then Γ ′ \H is a punctured torus.
3.1. Group and Surface Basics. Due to its simpler geometry, we focus upon a different cover of the modular surface. As usual, let Γ 3 denote the subgroup of Γ generated by its cubes. This group has signature (0; 2, 2, 2; ∞) -that is, the corresponding surface is of genus zero with three elliptic fixed points of order two and a single puncture. It is traditional to refer to the puncture as the cusp. The group Γ 3 contains Γ ′ as an index two subgroup (for a discussion of this, see, for example, [Sh] ). The elliptic fixed points of order 2 are frequently referred to simply as elliptic (fixed) points. Each simple closed geodesic on Γ 3 \H connects a pair of distinct elliptic fixed points of order two.
The group of isometries of Γ 3 \H is of order six. The order three subgroup of orientation preserving isometries is generated by the element induced by the fundamental translation of Γ, i.e. by the action on H of S : w → w + 1. Adjoining the standard non-orientation preserving map w → −w then generates the full isometry group.
The element of Γ, T : w → −1/w is in Γ 3 . Indeed, Γ 3 is generated by T j with j ∈ {0, 1, 2} where T j := S j T S −j . The fixed points of the T j project to the three elliptic fixed points of Γ 3 \H . Note also that S 3 = T 2 T 1 T 0 is in Γ 3 . It is the presence of this translation in the group that ensures that any geodesic on Γ 3 \H of height greater than three to have a self-intersection.
3.2. Geodesic Configurations.
Definition 1. A monogon on a hyperbolic orbifold or surface is a closed loop formed by a single geodesic arc. A bigon is a closed loop formed by two geodesic arcs, meeting at two distinct nodes. We say that a monogon, or a bigon, is about the cusp if one of its components contains a cusp and no elliptic points.
The following is well-known. Items (a) and (b) result from considering lifts to H. Item (c) is discussed in [Sh] ; recall that a geodesic ray encountering an elliptic fixed point of order two is reflected -the geodesic retraces its path, but in the opposite direction. For ease of discussion, we say that a geodesic ray has its path terminating at an elliptic fixed point if the ray meets this point.
Lemma 2. Suppose that S is a hyperbolic orbifold or surface.
(a.) A monogon of S cannot bound a disk.
In the homotopy class of a curve of S forming a loop about an elliptic point of order two, the geodesic has its path terminate at the elliptic point.
3.3. Simple Rays on the Surface. On a hyperbolic surface or orbifold, a geodesic ray spins about some geodesic if the ray and the geodesic are covered by h-lines sharing a common foot; furthermore, the ray must be covered by an 'h-ray' of that common foot. It is well-known that a ray on a hyperbolic surface that spins about a simple closed geodesic has a simple end -that is, the ray is eventually simple. Furthermore, the ray comes arbitrarily close to every point of the path of this geodesic. The following is directly implied by Lemma 5.1 of [H] . Haas' proof relies on Thurston's notion of measured laminations, see say [CEG] or [Bon] . Definition 2. We say that a geodesic makes a double loop about a cusp if it contains an arc σ such that σ is free of elliptic fixed points, has two points of self-intersection, and can be decomposed into three consecutive arcs: the first simply connecting the two nodes; the second forming a monogon about the cusp; the third simply connecting the two nodes, so as to form with the first a bigon about the cusp (thus the monogon is contained in the component of the bigon containing the cusp).
A geodesic that makes a double loop about a cusp is covered by an h-line that intersects its own images under the fundamental translation of the cusp and under twice this translation. This gives the following.
Lemma 4. A geodesic of Γ
3 \H that makes a double loop about the cusp has height at least 6.
Extending by Rays
We study low height geodesics by extending short geodesic configurations. However, when extending geodesic configurations by rays, difficulties can arise due to infinite rays -two such may intersect so as to have no first point of intersection. We address this difficulty in the following. Proof: If either ρ or σ is simple with path terminating at an elliptic point, accordingly let ρ ′ or σ ′ denote this finite length path. If either ray is non-simple, then it contains a shortest geodesic arc that begins at p and has exactly one point of self-intersection; accordingly let ρ ′ or σ ′ denote the path of this arc. Unless both of the original rays is infinite simple, we have determined at least one finite length arc; choose one. If the second arc meets this chosen arc, replace this second arc by its shortest subarc emanating from p that meets the chosen arc; then exchange the roles of our two finite arcs and repeat this procedure. If now both arcs (still) terminate at distinct elliptic fixed points, then we label these as ρ ′ and σ ′ appropriately, and have case (6). If both arcs terminate at the same elliptic fixed point, we have case (3). Thus, we assume in what follows that at least one arc does not end at an elliptic point. We now have one of the following: each arc meets itself, the two arcs meet only at p, this is an instance of case (1); one arc terminates in an elliptic point, the other arc meets itself, the two arcs meet only at p, of case (2); or, the arcs meet (before either meets itself), of case (3).
If some ray remains infinite after the above process, then either: the other ray is a finite arc meeting itself, the pair meet only at p, an instance of case (4); the other ray is simple until terminating in an elliptic fixed point, the pair meets only at p, of case (7); or, the other ray is also infinite and simple, and the two meet only at p, of case (5).
With a minor abuse of terminology, we refer to any element of the collection of elliptic fixed points and the cusp as a special point. Recall that monogons and bigons formed by geodesic arcs must contain some special point; furthermore, a potential monogon about an elliptic fixed point collapses -the geodesic passes through the elliptic fixed point. To elucidate the application of these facts in the setting of extending finite geodesic configurations by rays, we first treat the following lemma.
Definition 3. A cusped disk on a hyperbolic surface or orbifold is a component of a geodesic monogon that contains a cusp (and no other special points). An internal cusped disk is one for which the monogon admits geodesic ray continuations -called arms -, that enter the cusped disk, see Figure 1 .
We parametrize geodesic rays by arclength.
Lemma 6. Let σ be a geodesic arc on any hyperbolic surface or orbifold. If σ forms an internal cusped disk, then the geodesic containing σ contains an arc that is disjoint from σ and penetrates further into the cusp than does σ.
Proof. If either of the arms of σ eventually ends in the cusp, then clearly our conclusion is met. We thus assume that this is not the case.
(A) If either geodesic arm of the monogon exits the cusped disk before meeting itself or the other arm, then a bigon containing no special point is formed, but these do not exist. If an arm meets itself first, then it either forms (B1) a monogon containing no special point, thus non-existent, or it creates (B2) a new cusped disk; but, the monogon about this cusped disk penetrates further into the cusp then does σ. Finally, if the arms first meet each other, then they: (C1) meet so as to form a closed loop containing no special point, this monogon cannot exist; (C2) form a monogon about the cusp, but this newly formed loop and the original monogon about the cusped disk then give a bigon containing no special point, an impossibility; (C3) they form a bigon void of special points, again imposssible; or, finally, (C4) they form a bigon about the cusp, here any extension of either arm results in an impossible configuration.
5. The 8-Fold Way of Low Height Geodesics.
We distribute the possible the topological configurations of geodesic arcs of height between 3 and 6 into eight classes. See Figure 2 .
Definition 4. Let σ be a geodesic arc on Γ 3 \H that is of unique high point. We say that σ is of one of the following types if, up to possibly changing its orientation, σ can be extended (possibly in both directions) to a geodesic arc τ having the high point of σ as a highest point, and with the corresponding properties: Type 1. The arc τ is the path of a monogon with an elliptic fixed point as a node; one component of the monogon contains the cusp, the other component contains the remaining two elliptic fixed points. Type 2. The arc τ is the path of a geodesic that forms a monogon (free of elliptic fixed points) about the cusp and has exactly one self-intersection. Type 3. The arc τ emanates from an elliptic fixed point, reaches its highest point and thereafter forms a monogon about the remaining two elliptic fixed points, with the high point of σ external to the monogon; τ has one point of self-intersection. Type 4. The arc τ forms a monogon about the cusp, and this monogon shares a node with a bigon about a single elliptic fixed point formed by τ . Type 5. The arc τ forms a monogon about the cusp; forms a monogon about the remaining two elliptic fixed points; and has two points of self-intersection. Type 6. The arc τ forms a monogon about the cusp and one elliptic fixed point; the high point of σ is on this monogon; and τ has one point of self-intersection. Type 7. The arc τ forms a monogon about the cusp, and this monogon shares a node with a bigon about two elliptic fixed points formed by τ . Type 8. The arc τ forms a monogon about the cusp, as well as a bigon about the cusp, and a bigon about one elliptic fixed points; the arc τ has three self-intersections. The arc τ does not contain a subarc of any other type. The minimal arc τ extending σ so as to display the defining geometry of the type of σ is the defining extension of σ. An arc σ realizes its type if it is its own defining extension.
If γ is a height-achieving geodesic of Γ 3 \H and a highest subarc σ of γ is of some Type n, then γ is of Type n identified by σ and the high point of σ is called a defining high point.
Remark 1. A geodesic of Γ
3 \H may be of at more than one type. However, a result of Gbur, see Theorem 2 of Chapter 5 of [CF] , implies that a geodesic that achieves its height more than six times must be a closed geodesic.
5.1. Distribution into Type.
Theorem 4. Let γ be a height-achieving geodesic on Γ 3 \H , of height greater than 3 and less than 6. Then γ is of one of the eight types given in Definition 4.
Proof: Choose a highest point, c, of γ. Since γ is of height greater than 3, c is certainly not an elliptic fixed point. We consider two geodesic rays emanating from c: ρ + , whose positive direction is that of γ; and ρ − of the opposite direction.
By Lemma 5 on page 5, we have at most seven types of configurations of subarcs of our rays to consider. However, the last three of these cases, as listed in that lemma, would imply that the geodesic γ is simple; this contradicts the restriction on the height of γ.
Case 1: Each Ray Meets Self If the first self-intersection along each ray is formed by the ray with itself, two monogons are formed. The cusp and c must be in the same component of each of these monogons, as otherwise there is a high point that is closer to the cusp than is c. The three elliptic points must then be distributed into the remaining two interiors of the monogons. But, one of these monogons would have a component containing only a single elliptic fixed point; this cannot arise.
Case 2: Ray Stops at Elliptic Fixed Point, Other Ray Meets Self The ray that meets itself forms a monogon. Again, the cusp and c must be in the same component of this monogon. The other component must hence contain the two remaining elliptic fixed points. The geodesic is thus of Type 3.
Case 3: Rays Meet If the two rays first meet each other, then a monogon is formed. Recall that if the point of intersection is an elliptic fixed point, then γ is of Type 1. We now suppose otherwise. The component of the monogon containing the cusp must contain at most one elliptic fixed point, for otherwise the other component would collapse.
(a) If the component containing the cusp also contains an elliptic fixed point, then γ is of Type 6.
(b) We thus now assume that there is no elliptic fixed point within this component, thus it is a cusped disk.
In this case, we continue the respective rays from their point of intersection. (i) If the rays continue internally to the cusped disk, Lemma 6 applies.
We may thus assume that the rays continue externally to the cusped disk. We apply Lemma 5 pairwise to our three rays emanating from the node of the cusped disk.
Rays Do Not Return to Cusped Disk: (ii) If neither ray continues so as to meet the cusped disk as the next point of intersection, then a first subcase is that (A) the arms extend simply from the node until forming monogons, with the two extensions meeting one another only at the node of the original monogon. However, there are only three elliptic fixed points; some component of a monogon must in fact collapse to give an arc joining an elliptic fixed point to the node. This is the usual second case arising from Lemma 5, the remaining monogon must contain both of the other elliptic points, thus γ is of Type 5. The arms may meet, to form (B) a bigon, or (C) a monogon (if they meet so as to complete a closed geodesic). If the component not containing the cusp of this newly formed configuration were to contain all three elliptic points, then a double loop about the cusp would arise; by Lemma 4 this is a contradiction to γ being of height less than 6. Thus, this component contains either one elliptic fixed point and γ is of Type 4, or two elliptic points, and γ is of Type 7.
If (D) one of the arms is an infinite simple ray and the other forms a monogon not meeting this ray, then the component of this monogon not containing the cusp must contain two elliptic points. However, by Lemma 3, the infinite simple ray spins about a closed simple geodesic joining two elliptic fixed points. Thus the two arms must in fact meet; this subcase is void. In the three remaining cases from Lemma 5, the arms continue simply without again encountering one another; γ is then of Type 2.
Arm Meets Cusped Disk: (iii) Finally, some arm may indeed meet the cusped disk as its next intersection. The arc returning to the cusped disk is the extension of an arc beginning at the point of return: a monogon is formed. (A) If the point of return is not the node of the original cusped disk, then there is a remaining arc of the monogon about the cusped disk that forms a bigon with the returning geodesic arc; this bigon has a component that is a subset of a component of the monogon. We say that these configurations are formed by our arm. Both components of each of these configurations must contain at least one special point. Of course, neither component of the monogon contains solely one elliptic fixed point. Thus, one component of the monogon formed by our arm contains two elliptic fixed points, the other contains the cusp and the remaining fixed point, say e; this elliptic fixed point lies within the bigon.
Our arm cannot end at the cusp, thus it must extend so as to exit from the cusped disk; there is thus an arc of the arm crossing the cusped disk. The crossing arc divides the cusped disk into a bigon and a triangle. The bigon must contain a special point; thus it contains the cusp. Now, the crossing arc either (1) exits the cusped disk along the bigon or (2) along the monogon formed by our arm. In subcase (2), this crossing arc divides the monogon into a new monogon and a bigon. A component of this new monogon contains the bigon formed by our arm and the triangle of the cusped disk -it thus contains exactly one special point, the elliptic fixed point e, a contraction. Thus, only subcase (1) pertains; we conclude that σ is of Type 8.
Finally, we must consider (B) the possibility that the arm returning to the disk does so at the node. In this case, an obvious monogon is created by this arm. But, there is a continuous arc formed by the original monogon bounding the cusped disk and this new arc, this is also a monogon. We thus have two components of (new) monogons into which three elliptic fixed points must be distributed. One of these components is forced to have at most one elliptic fixed point in it; this is a contradiction, and we conclude that this case is void.
Case 4: Ray Forms Monogon, Other Ray is Simple The remaining case arises by a first ray continuing infinitely and simply from c while the second has an initial subarc meeting itself; these meet only at c. The second ray gives rise to a monogon, as in Cases 1 and 2 above, the component of the initial monogon not containing c must contain two elliptic fixed points. But, the infinite ray is of finite height and neither closes nor has its path end at an elliptic fixed point, therefore by Lemma 3, this ray eventually spins about a simple closed geodesic, coming arbitrarily close to any point of this simple closed geodesic. This simple closed geodesic joins two elliptic fixed points, at least one of which is in the interior of the monogon. Therefore, the simple closed geodesic certainly meets the interior of the monogon, but then so does the ray. We have reached a contradiction to our construction -there is a point of intersection of the finite arc with our infinite ray. This case is void.
We have now exhausted all possibilities of γ, and have thus proven our result.
Geometry Eliminates Type 6.
Recall that a highest arc of a geodesic is an arc whose highest point is higher than the high point of any other arc of the given geodesic. We first show that geodesic arcs of a general "internal" Type 6 description cannot be highest arcs.
Lemma 7. Let σ be a geodesic arc on a hyperbolic orbifold. If σ is a highest arc (with respect to a cusp) of a finite height geodesic, then σ does not form a monogon that contains in a single component a cusp and a single elliptic fixed point of order two such that this monogon can be extended by geodesic arms continuing into this component.
Proof: We discuss cases similar to that of the proof of Lemma 6; in particular, we can and do assume that no arm ends at the cusp.
(A) If an arm exits, then the original disk is partitioned into two components, bounded respectively by a monogon and a bigon. Neither of these components can be void of special points, nor can the component bounded by the monogon contain only the distinguished elliptic fixed point. Thus, the only admissible configuration has the monogon forming a cusped disk and the bigon containing the distinguished elliptic fixed point. The second arm must continue into the newly formed cusped disk. This arm either first intersects itself, forming a new cusped disk, whose bounding monogon is higher than the original monogon; or, this second arm exits the cusped disk, resulting in a new bigon and a new triangle. Both components of the bigon must contain some special point(s), thus the cusp must lie in one of its components. But, this bigon is then higher than the original monogon.
(B) If an arm meets itself first, then it forms a monogon. This monogon must have some special point in it. If it contains the cusp, then this arm gives a higher arc; if the monogon contains both the cusp and the elliptic fixed point, then an annulus void of special points is formed, this collapses. If the monogon contains only the internal elliptic fixed point, this monogon collapses so that the arm ends at this special point. The only admissible continuation of the second arm, that does not create a higher arc than the original monogon, is to also end at this elliptic fixed point -this is case C3 below.
If the arms first meet each other, then they: (C1) form a loop, thus a monogon, (C2) form a bigon, or (C3) both end at the elliptic fixed point. In subcase C1, the monogon must contain a special point. If the monogon contains only the cusp, or the cusp and the elliptic fixed point, then a higher arc has been found; if the monogon contains only the elliptic fixed point, then the monogon collapses, this situation is thus in subcase C3.
In subcase C2, our original disk is partitioned into two components, bounded by a triangle and by the bigon respectively. To avoid the formation of a higher arc, the cusp must be in the interior of the triangle; to ensure a legal configuration, the distinguished elliptic fixed point must be in the component bounded by the bigon. Now, both arms must extend to meet the bounding monogon of the original disk, or else a higher arc is found. But, these extended arms result in a partition of the original disk into at least three components (if the arms do not exit at the same point of the bounding monogon, then four components result). There are only two special points to be distributed into these components, certain unions of which are bounded by bigons. A contradiction is reached.
In subcase C3, either: (a) the curve joining the elliptic fixed point to itself is homotopic to a simple closed curve joining this special point to itself, or (b) the two arms form a loop about the cusp (with the distinguished elliptic fixed point on this loop). In the first subcase the geodesic is simple, and hence σ does not extend to a geodesic with arms continuing into the mongon, contrary to hypothesis. In the second, the new loop is closer to the cusp than is σ; therefore, σ is not a highest arc.
Proposition 1. A geodesic arc of Type 6 of a geodesic of height strictly greater than 3 is not the highest arc of its geodesic.
Proof: Let σ be a geodesic arc of Type 6. By Lemma 7, we need only consider the case of external continuation of the arms of a monogon containing both the cusp and an elliptic fixed point. If an arm first returns to the original monogon before meeting the other arm or any elliptic fixed point, then both a new bigon and a new monogon are completed. The remaining two special points must be distributed into appropriate components of these new configurations; in all choices, there is a collapse -we conclude that arms cannot first return to intersect the initial monogon.
If an arm first intersects itself, then a monogon is formed. If a component of this monogon contains both remaining elliptic fixed points, then the original monogon and this new monogon both are monogons about these elliptic fixed points. If they have opposite orientations, they homotope to cancel each other; if they have the same orientation, then all of the arc so far considered can be homotoped arbitrarily close to the simple closed geodesic joining these elliptic fixed points, there is either a higher lift, or the geodesic is simple: in any case, we reach a contradiction.
The monogon cannot be about exactly one elliptic fixed point, rather it would collapse, and the arm end at the elliptic fixed point. Suppose that this is the case. It is now efficacious to focus upon the component of the original monogon containing our remaining two elliptic fixed points. If the second arm also ends at one of these elliptic fixed points, then the closed curve so completed homotopes to be a multiple of a simple geodesic. This is contrary to the hypothesis that the height be strictly greater than 3. Since any continuation of the second arm must either end at an elliptic fixed point, or form a monogon about these two remaining fixed points, we are done with the case of an arm forming a ending in an elliptic fixed point. We are hence done with the case of a monogon being formed (next after the initial monogon) by either arm.
The case of both arms continuing simply is treated as above -the resulting curve homotopes to be the limit of simple closed curves. A simple geodesic is thus represented, of height lower than allowed by hypothesis.
The sole remaining case is when the two arms next meet so as to form a bigon. The bigon must contain either: one, or both of the two remaining elliptic fixed points. In either case, the total arc so described -monogon and subsequent bigon -can be homotoped to be arbitrarily close to the path of the closed geodesic joining the two elliptic fixed points. The geodesic either is simple, or else there is a higher arc.
Type 1 Geodesics: the Crisp-Moran PSSI
In [SS2] we showed that the Type 1 geodesics project to Γ ′ \H to give the Proper Single-Self Intersecting, or PSSI, of Crisp and Moran [CM] . We also showed that to each Markoff triple, there is an associated pair of PSSI and simple closed geodesic to which one can also associate a fundamental domain. These fundamental domains provide a significant tool for the study of geodesics and their heights. In § 6.1 we discuss these PSSI-indexed fundamental domains in terms appropriate for use in the present work. In § 6.2 we introduce a translated and inflated version of the PSSI-indexed fundamental domains; these unify and simplify both calculations and arguments. As a first application, in § 6.3 we describe each open ray of Γ 3 \H in explicit terms of a related PSSI-indexed fundamental domain. 6.1. PSSI-indexed Fundamental Domains. As Crisp and Moran showed for each Markoff triple of positive (x, y, z) solving x 2 +y 2 +z 2 = 3xyz, there is a PSSI of height 9 + 4/z 2 . Recall that the work of H. Cohn shows that to each such triple there is a simple closed geodesic of Γ ′ \H of height 9 − 4/z 2 . In [SS2] , we showed that the PSSI and simple closed geodesic of a given triple are related geometrically: each simple closed geodesic is paired with the unique PSSI that it does not intersect. The high points of a PSSI-simple closed geodesic pair are aligned. That is, the PSSI and its associated simple can be simultaneously lifted to (Euclidean) concentric h-lines. In fact, to each such pair there is a naturally associated fundamental domain of Γ 3 . By applying the isometry w → −w, possibly composed with a translation in the group Γ 3 , we can always assume that the real parts of the elliptic fixed points e, f and g are in increasing order. Note that the points f and g lie along the geodesic arcs connecting F (e) to e and 3 + e respectively. It is also true that the axes of EF and G(S 3 ES −3 ) both project to give simple closed geodesics of Γ 3 \H , called companions to the simple closed geodesic-PSSI pair. In terms of the given Markoff triple, the companions are of height 9 − 4/y 2 and 9 − 4/x 2 , respectively. [SS2] . The simple closed geodesic paired with the PSSI is called the parameter simple closed geodesic. The PSSIindexed fundamental domain is the union of: the high triangle, of vertices ∞, e and 3 + e; the basic quadrangle, of vertices e, f , g and e + 3; and the low triangle, thus of vertices f , g and F (e).
Note that the two sides of the low triangle along the boundary of the PSSI-indexed fundamental domain are identified to sides of the basic quadrangle; this identification is by F and G, respectively.
6.2. Translation and Inflation. In order to simplify height calculations, given some PSSIindexed fundamental domain, we translate the fundamental region so that its left hand side lies along the imaginary axis. This horizontal translation of course changes no heights.
. With E, F and G as above, there is a Euclidean rational translation, M (x,y,z) , sending the elliptic fixed points in H of E, F and G to to the fixed points of
Here, the * -entries are determined by the determinant condition for elements of SL(2, R). Furthermore,
Proof: This is shown by a calculation based upon our earlier discussion of PSSI-indexed fundamental domains and the Markoff equation.
To further simplify calculations and to standardize arguments, we can also inflate. Although this inflation changes heights, it preserves relative sizes. Recall that T : w → −1/w.
For ease of computation, given the fundamental domain for Γ 3 \H associated to a Markoff triple (x, y, z), we apply the map Θ z : H → H sending each point p to zp. This multiplication acts as an inflation; although this changes heights of points and geodesics, it preserves relative size. The following lemma is easily verified.
Lemma 10. (Inflation) Let (x, y, z) with integer z ≥ y ≥ x > 0 be a solution to Markoff ' Proof: Since the h-line passing through f and g projects to the parameter simple closed geodesic of F , it is clear that σ spins about this geodesic of Γ 3 \H . It remains to show that σ is itself simple. For simplicity of discussion, we translate and inflate; let (x, y, z) be the Markoff triple associated to the PSSI-indexed F , translate by M (x,y,z) and apply the map Θ z . We use a tilde to denote images under this translation-and-inflation process.
We find thatl has left foot u − . The right foot ofl is greater than u + . Therefore, U (l) has left foot u − , and the right foot of U (l) lies closer to u + than does that ofl. Sincel lies above Ax(U ), and of course U acts so as to fix its own axis, we conclude that U (l) lies strictly betweenl and Ax(U ). Iterate: U n (l) with n ≥ 0 is a nested sequence of h-lines, converging from above to Ax(U ); pairs of elements of this sequence are mutually disjoint in H. In particular the intersection of this sequence with the inflated basic quadrangle is certainly simple. Now,Ẽ 1 fixes the axis of U , interchanges u − and u + , and sends the side of the inflated basic quadrangle through whichl exits to the side of verticesf andẼ 1 (i) =F (e). We conclude that E 1 U m (l) is also a sequence of mutually disjoint h-lines, converging to Ax(U ) from below and such that eachẼ 1 U m (l) meets F non-trivially, with intersection contained in the translatedand-inflated low triangle.
Since U =Ẽ 2Ẽ1 , we have accounted for all lifts to the inflated fundamental domain of the h-ray beginning atp and lying onl. We deflate and translate to conclude that σ projects to a simple geodesic ray of Γ 3 \H .
Remark 2. Of course, the above lemma holds upon replacement of the word left by the word right. We apply the lemma in both situations, without further ado.
We now show that the above construction identifies explicit ends for any simple ray spinning about a simple closed geodesic. Proof: By applying an appropriate element of Γ 3 , there is a lift of ρ whose positive end is one of the feet of the h-line passing through the points f and g of F , with our standard notation. For ease of discussion, we apply our process of inflation and translation. By symmetry of argument to follow, we assume that the image of this lift, sayl, has positive end at u + .
We claim that there is some m ∈ Z such that U m (l ) meets the inflated, translated, fundamental domain only in its basic quadrangle. For this, let α denote the remaining foot ofl. If α < u − , then the orbit of α under negative powers of U converges to u − . Now, let w be the left foot of the h-line passing through i and u + ; clearly, w < 0 < u − . There is thus some m < 0 such that w < U m (α) < u − . But, U m (l ) then meets the fundamental domain in exactly its basic quadrangle.
If α > u + , we again apply negative powers of U ! If in fact α ≥ 3z, then
Since there is no fixed point of U −1 greater than u + , there is some n ∈ N such that U −n (α) < u − . But, we have already seen that our conclusion holds in this situation.
Finally, if α ∈ ( u − , u + ), thenẼ 1 (l ) is an h-line with positive end at u − and remaining foot,
. By symmetry of argument of the previous two paragraphs, we conclude that there is some power of U effecting the required transformation.
Type 2 Geodesics
We first determine the basic geometry of Type 2 closed geodesics. Proof: A Type 2 geodesic forms a mongon about the cusp, with arms continuing simply thereafter. Since the closed geodesic is of finite length, each arm terminates at an elliptic fixed point. Thus, the path of a closed Type 2 geodesic emanates from one elliptic fixed point, proceeds to form a monogon about the cusp, and thereafter simply ending at a second elliptic fixed point. (The geodesic completes itself upon retracing this path in the opposite direction.)
Choose one of the terminal elliptic fixed points, say e. Form a curve on Γ 3 \H by taking the path of γ from e until the completion of the monogon about the cusp, and adjoining a copy of the path from this node of γ back to e, see Figure 3 . This new curve emanates from e and completes a loop about the cusp upon its return to e. There is a PSSI, say π, in the homotopy class of this curve (appropriately double traced). The fabricated curve meets γ only at e and one other point and there is no curve in its homotopy class that meets γ in fewer points, thus the same is true for the geodesic of this class, π. In order to have so few intersection points with γ, the path of π remains exterior to the cusped disk of γ. Clearly, π is lower than γ. Now, the simple closed geodesic associated to this PSSI must meet γ at its other elliptic fixed point. Since there is certainly a simple curve connecting this elliptic fixed point to the remaining third elliptic fixed point without encountering the PSSI or encountering γ again, this is true for the geodesic in this class.
We can repeat the above construction with respect to the second elliptic fixed point at which γ ends, giving a second, distinct, PSSI. Finally, any PSSI meeting γ at an elliptic fixed point must complete a loop about the cusp; if the path of this loop encounters γ only one other time, then this PSSI is in the homotopy class of one of the two PSSI already constructed. That is, there are only these two. Proof: Since γ passes through the elliptic fixed point of the PSSI, γ must have a lift in the fundamental domain passing through a lift of this point. There are three lifts of this point in the PSSI-indexed fundamental domain: e, e + 3 and, in our usual notation, F (e).
The point F (e) lies at the base of the low triangle of the domain; any lift beginning at this point must exit the triangle through the lift of the parameter simple geodesic. But, γ does not meet the parameter simple geodesic. Thus, there is no lift of γ beginning at F (e).
Whether the initial lift of γ begins at e or at e + 3 is determined by the sign of the winding number of the monogon of γ about the cusp when we parametrize the path of γ as emanating from the projection of e.
From the previous lemma, the open geodesic arc of γ from its elliptic fixed point shared with the PSSI to the completion of the monogon about the cusp lies above the PSSI. The initial lift of γ, beginning at the common lifted elliptic fixed point, must thus exit the domain while staying above the lift of the PSSI. Therefore, it exits through the opposite vertical line.
The second lift is a translate of the initial lift by ±3. If this second lift meets the mid-line of equation x = ℜ(e) + 3/2, then the first lift in fact lies upon an h-line of diameter at least h = 4.5. 7.2. Low Type 2 Closed Geodesics. We refer to any geodesic as a low Type 2 geodesic if it is of Type 2 and its height is less than h = 4.5. (x, y, z) , some nonnegative integer n and some j ∈ {1, 2} such that the geodesic γ is the projection of the axis of
Proposition 2. If γ is a closed low Type 2 geodesic, then there is some Markoff triple
x,y,z , where M (x,y,z) effects the rational translation of Lemma 9. The height of γ is the Euclidean diameter of this axis.
Proof: Exactly one of the elliptic fixed points lying on γ is such that when we parametrize the path of γ as emanating from this point, the monogon wraps about the cusp in a counterclockwise manner. We select this point and the associated PSSI that shares this elliptic fixed point. Fix also its PSSI-indexed fundamental domain, F , and label vertices in our standard manner; again, see Figure 7 . All lifts will now be considered as lying in F . Indeed, the initial lift must actually begin at e itself, for only in this way does the path of the monogon about the cusp receive its correct orientation.
Since γ is of height less than h = 4.5, its second lift in F does not cross the mid-line. Now, γ meets the paired simple closed geodesic only at their common elliptic fixed point. Indeed, the lift of the path of γ is completed as soon as a lift terminates at the lift of this point. Thus, the second lift either terminates at f , thereby completing a full lift of the path of γ, or else this second lift completely avoids the h-line arc joining f and g. In this latter case, the second lift exits F on the h-line arc joining e and f ; the subsequent lift of γ thus enters through the arc joining f and F (e).
If the second lift did not complete the lifted path of γ, then the third lift -since it cannot meet the interior of the lift of the parameter simple closed geodesic -must exit the low triangle at the far side. Indeed, it either meets g, thus completing a full lift of the path of γ, or there is a succeeding lift of γ that enters F through the h-line arc joining g and e + 3.
One repeats this reasoning ad infinitum to find that the lifts of γ: begin at e; crossing F above the PSSI lift; wrap around the paired simple closed geodesic some n times and then end at one of f or g. Now, the hyperbolic matrix whose axis projects to a geodesic of this configuration is the concatenation of the group generators, each of which pairs the side of F through which a lifts exits with the side through which the next lift enters. For ease of discussion, suppose that the translation given by M (x,y,z) is trivial. Then, our lifts begin at the fixed point of E 0 ; there is then a pairing of sides by S −3 ; next is some n wraps about the arc joining f and g, the product of side pairing generators is thus (E 2 E 1 ) n ; the path then ends at the fixed point of E j with j ∈ {1, 2}; to complete the geodesic, the path is retraced in the opposite order, but since each E i is of order two, (E 2 E 1 ) −n = (E 1 E 2 ) n . We have found H n,j , up to conjugation by M (x,y,z) . Note that H n,j is the product of the elliptic elements of order two that fix the appropriate translates of e and of the image of f or g by (E 2 E 1 ) n . This is indeed the h-line along which our initial, highest, lift of γ lies. Thus the height of γ is the diameter of the axis of H n,j . Remark 3. It is possible to give an explicit general formula for the heights of Type 2 geodesics, in the spirit of the height formula of Crisp-Moran for the PSSI. However, this formula is quite complicated, in particular it is dependent upon all of j, x, y, z.
We give some idea of the heights of these closed Type 2 geodesics in the following.
Lemma 16. Suppose that γ is the projection on Γ
3 \H of the axis of H 0,1 for some Markoff triple (x, y, z). Then the height of γ is 81(x + yz) 2 − 4 x + 3yz .
Proof: This follows from: straightforward evaluation of matrix products, the formula for the Euclidean diameter of the axis of a hyperbolic matrix, and finally, an application of the Markoff equation. (x,y,z) of either • the h-line passing through i/z and of foot (9 − 9 − 4/z 2 )/2; • or, the h-line passing through 3 + i/z and of foot (−3 + 9 − 4/z 2 )/2.
In either case, the height of γ is 9 2 36z 2 + 4 − 4z √ 9z 2 − 4 36z 2 + 2 .
Proof: Since γ forms a monogon about the cusp, a consideration of lifts shows that it has a unique highest point; again, we consider the two rays of opposite direction, one of which lies along γ. Each ray is simple, let ρ denote the infinite simple ray. By Lemma 3, ρ spins about some simple closed geodesic. We fix F , the PSSI-indexed fundamental domain associated to this simple closed geodesic. By Lemma 13 there is a first lift, say λ 1 , of ρ that is completely contained in the fundamental quadrangle of F . Let p be the initial point of the intersection of this lift with the closure of the basic quadrangle; let σ be the subray of γ that lifts to begin at p.
Parametrize the path of γ as emanating from its terminal elliptic fixed point; we follow the corresponding sequence of lifts to F . Note that γ avoids the simple closed geodesic about which ρ spins, as otherwise γ has many more than just one point of self-intersection; thus, all lifts of γ avoid the corresponding side of the low triangle of F . In particular, the initial lift of γ to F cannot begin at the vertex of the low triangle lifting the elliptic fixed point of γ. For ease of discussion, we treat only the case of this first lift beginning at, in our usual notation, e; the other case is symmetric.
There are two initial possibilities: (1) the first lift lies in the high triangle of F , or (2) this first lift lies in the basic quadrangle of F . In case (2), this lift then ends on the side of vertices g and e + 3; the second lift lies in the low triangle. Our parametrization of γ is such that upon reaching the point of self-intersection, a cusped disk is formed. If the third lift meets the first lift, we have a contradiction: a point of self-intersection is found before a cusped disk is formed. Otherwise, a full wrap about the lift of the simple closed geodesic is formed; but, some further lift must intersect this, or else there can be no cusped disk form. Again, a self-intersection occurs too early. We conclude that case (2) is void.
In case (1), the first lift ends on the vertical side given by x = 3 + ℜ(e), the second lift begins on the opposite vertical side. Since γ is a low geodesic, this second lift cannot intersect the mid-line of F . Thus, it must meet the first lift and proceed so as to end on the edge of vertices e and f . The third lift lies in the low triangle. If the fourth lift exits the basic quadrangle, then it ends at one of the vertical sides of the high triangle. However, this would entail a new point of intersection being created. Since γ has only one point of self-intersection, the fourth lift lies completely in the basic quadrangle. We conclude that this fourth lift is λ 1 . We have completely determined the sequence of lifts of γ; note that the highest point lifts to lie on the first or second lift.
For ease of computation, we now apply our translation-and-inflation process. In the case that we are explicitly treating, the highest lift then gives the h-line passing through i and 3z + u − . Our formulas are thus easily checked. Analogous arguments apply to the case not explicitly treated. Proof: Let c be the highest point of γ, we consider the two rays emanating from c that γ defines. Each is simple, thus by Lemma 3, each spins about some simple closed geodesic. But, if these simple rays spin about distinct simple closed geodesics, then it is easily seen that they intersect infinitely many times. Thus, they must spin about the same simple closed geodesic.
We fix F , the PSSI-indexed fundamental domain associated to the simple closed geodesic about which the rays spin. Each ray admits a first, distinguished, lift contained in the basic quadrangle and lying on an h-line ending in a foot of the h-line passing through e and f , in our standard notation. If these end in distinct feet, then spinning of the rays is with opposite orientation about the simple closed geodesic. However, two oppositely oriented rays spinning about a common simple closed geodesic intersect infinitely many times! Thus, these lifts share one foot.
We now show that only one Type 2 geodesic can give two rays with distinguished lifts of the same foot of as above. Consider a cusped disk, with marked node point and two rays spinning about a simple closed geodesic. We may temporarily 'cap' the rays to join them so that they meet at a non-special point and without having any other point of intersection, see Figure 4 . Up to homotopy fixing endpoints, there are exactly two distinct curves joining the node of the cusped disk to the temporary node of capped rays while avoiding the rays and the cusped disk; we make take non-self-intersecting representatives that do not intersect other than at their end points. Hence, up to homotopy, there are also two ways of completing our (uncapped) rays to meet the disk at the marked point. But, it is easily checked that one of these actually results in a replacement of γ by a simple geodesic. Therefore, there is exactly one free homotopy class of our Type 2 description.
We next explicitly give the rays. We again employ the translated-and-inflated model. Let α = U ( 6z + u − ) and β = U ( −(6z + u − ) ). Let ℓ be the h-line of left foot u − and right foot α; let m be the h-line of left foot u − and right foot β. One checks that u + < α < 3z < β < 3z + u − .
Thus, for all n ∈ N, u + < U n ( α ) < U n ( β ) < 3z + u − ; since U n fixes u − , we conclude that ℓ and m meet the translated-and-inflated F to give distinguished initial lifts of spinning for their respective rays. Applying U −1 to each, we find h-lines of foot u − , but U −1 ( β ) < 0; 
Thus, corresponding lifts of the rays enter the domain from the left vertical side, or from the right vertical side, respectively. Indeed, this previous pair of lifts is given by
We have found the same hline, but with orientation reversed! See Figure 5 . One now easily checks that this common h-line gives the highest (translated-and-inflated) lift of our Type 2 unpointed geodesic. Checking feet and height, one finds the first case of our Lemma verified. The other case is that of translatedand-inflated rays having common foot u + ; analogous arguments apply.
Type 3 -the 'rho'.
Type 3 geodesics are characterized by a description of a finite length arc. Thus, this threatens to be a very large class of geodesics. We were surprised to see that in fact, all Type 3 geodesics can be presented in a compact manner, given in Proposition 3. This and Lemma 20 imply Theorem 2.
We first treat arbitrary arcs that are of Type 3. We say that a Type 3 arc σ exactly realizes its type if already σ itself can play the role of the identifying arc τ in Definition 4, and no proper subarc of σ has this property.
Lemma 19. If ρ is a Type 3 geodesic arc that exactly realizes its type, then there is a PSSIindexed fundamental region of Γ 3 \H such that a highest lift of ρ lies in the basic quadrangle of this fundamental region.
Proof: Since ρ exactly realizes its type, it emanates from an elliptic fixed point and forms a high arc followed by a monogon about the remaining two elliptic fixed point. There is a simple closed geodesic joining these elliptic fixed points, without intersecting ρ. (This is the parameter simple closed geodesic of Figure 2 .) This simple closed geodesic has a unique paired PSSI, and thus we find a uniquely associated PSSI-indexed fundamental region, F , of Γ 3 \H . We fix this region, and label the vertices in our standard manner; again, see Figure 7 . All lifts will now be considered as lying in F .
There is a lift of ρ emanating from one of e, F (e), or e + 3. But, as in the proof of Lemma 15 on page 16, since ρ does not meet its parameter simple closed geodesic, there is no lift of ρ emanating from F (e). The cases of an initial lift emanating from e or from e + 3 are symmetric with respect to the following arguments; we thus suppose that an initial lift emanates from e + 3.
We claim that our lift of ρ lies below the h-line arc joining e + 3 and e. For if not, then the subsequent lift of ρ lies on the h-line that is the translation by 3 of the first lift; the two lifts intersect in F , above the h-line arc joining e + 3 and e. In particular, the projection of these lifts form a monogon about the cusp; this is not the geometry of ρ.
Similarly, since ρ does not meet the parameter simple closed geodesic, our initial lift of ρ lies above the h-line arc joining f and g. Thus, this lift lies in the basic quadrangle. It exits on the edge of vertices e and f .
The subsequent lift of ρ thus begins on the edge of vertices f and F (e). By arguments as above, this lift exits F through the edge of vertices F (e) and g. The third lift thus begins on the side of vertices g and e + 3. If this third lift intersects the initial lift, then a lift of ρ is completed; clearly, the initial lift is then the highest lift of ρ. If there is no intersection of the initial lift and this third lift, then subsequent lifts must continue to encircle the h-line arc joining f and g -all of these lying lower than the initial lift-, until some lift (beginning on one of the sides of the basic quandrangle) meets an earlier lift, so that the projection completes ρ. In all cases, the initial lift is indeed the highest lift of ρ.
Proposition 3. A geodesic γ is of Type 3 if and only if there is some n ∈ N and some Markoff triple (x, y, z) such that γ is the projection of the axis of
x,y,z , where M (x,y,z) and the E i are as in Lemma 9.
The proof of Proposition 3 invokes the following two lemmas.
Lemma 20. Let U = S 3z T and letG n = U −n T U n S 3z T S −3z . Then the axis ofG n is of diameter h(G n ) = 9z 2 + 4/a 2 n .
Furthermore, the image of this axis under the action of U
n is an h-line of the same diameter passing through i.
Proof: We have U = 3z −1 1 0 ; it easily follows that U n = a n −a n−1 a n−1 −a n−2 , with the a n as given in Theorem 2. Applying the defining recurrence relation to the determinant of U n , one finds that 1 + 3za n−1 a n−2 = a
Thus, by using the above identities, one finds
−(1 + 3za n−1 a n−2 ) 1 + 3za n a n−1 −3za
Therefore, one finds the 2,1-element ofG n to be c(G n ) = 3za 2 n and the trace to be tr(G n ) = −2 − 9z 2 + 18z 2 a 2 n−1 − 27z 3 a n a n−1 − 3z(a n a n−1 + a n−1 a n−2 ) = −2 − 9z 2 a 2 n . Recall that if A ∈ SL(2, R) is hyperbolic, then the diameter of the axis of A is the height, √ tr(A) 2 −4 |c(A)| , where c(A) and tr(A) are the 2, 1-element and trace of A, respectively. The diameter of the axis ofG n is thus easily computed to be as announced. Now consider M = U nG n U −n . The trace of M is obviously equal to the trace ofG n . Expanding, simplifying and then replacing T by the equivalent T 3 , one finds M = T U n+1 T U −(n+1) . That is, M = 0 −1 1 0 a n a n−1 + a n a n+1 * * * .
We find that the 2,1-element is in fact c(M ) = 3za 2 n . Of course, U n sends the axis ofG n to that of M . These axes have the same diameters, as the traces and 2, 1-elements of the corresponding matrices are equal. From M = T U n+1 T U −(n+1) , it follows that the axis of M passes through the fixed point of the elliptic of order two U n+1 T U −(n+1) , as well as through the fixed point of T : the point i.
Lemma 21. Let ℓ be the h-line of feet α and β. Let A = a b c d ∈ SL(2, R). Then the image of ℓ under A is of larger Euclidean diameter than ℓ itself if and only if
Proof: The elements of SL(2, R) fixing ℓ are
for t any nonzero real. Thus, each AV α,β,t A −1 fixes the image of ℓ by A. Since the trace is invariant under conjugation, we need only compare the 2, 1-element of V α,β,t with that of AV α,β,t A −1 . This latter is d 2 + c 2 αβ + cd(α + β) times the former. The result follows.
Proof of Proposition 3 (stated on page 21): Just as in the proof of Lemma 19, there is a symmetry between the cases of γ lifting to begin at an elliptic fixed point e or e + 3 of its associated PSSI-indexed fundamental domain, F . We thus let ρ be a Type 3 geodesic subarc of γ that exactly realizes its type, and assume that we are in the case treated explicitly in the proof of Lemma 19. Let (x, y, z) be the Markoff triple, and E i = E i (x, y, z) for i ∈ {0, 1, 2} the elliptic elements of order two, associated to F . We show that (E 2 E 1 ) n sends the initial lift of ρ to a higher lift unless this initial lift lies on the axis of some G n (x, y, z).
We apply the translation-and-inflation process. Denote the image of the initial lift of ρ asρ; this h-line arc thus emanates from i + 3z, see Figure 6 . Call the left foot of the h-line it defines α and the right foot β.
The axis of U contains the highest lift of the (translated and inflated) parameter simple geodesic. The geometric action of U =Ẽ 2Ẽ1 is to undo counter-clockwise wraps, as these take place about the h-line arc joining the fixed points of the elliptic elements of order twoẼ 2 and E 1 . The action of U induces an increasing, injective, function on the reals, with unique pole at x = 0. As in the proof of Lemma 19, the consecutive lifts of ρ wrap about the lift of its associated simple closed geodesic some number of times, until the monogon about this simple geodesic is finally formed. We can count this by the number of these lifts that lie under the lift of the simple closed geodesic. Given this number of wraps, say n, we determine the interval in which α lies.
For each non-negative integer m, the axis ofG m , Ax(G m ), also passes through i + 3z; let g m be the left foot of this axis. By Lemma 20, the image under U m of Ax(G m ) passes through i. Now, U m has an attractive fixed point at u + , and since the right foot of the axis ofG m is greater than u + , its image under U m also remains greater. Therefore, the other foot of the image under U m of Ax(G m ) is negative: U m ( g m ) < 0. The axis ofG 0 is the h-line connecting i and i + 3z; asρ lies below this axis, α > g 0 .
Fix m ≥ 1. Since all negative powers of U are attractive to u − , we have
m has its only pole at U −m+1 (0), so the image of the interval ( U −m+1 (0), u − ] under the (increasing, injective) U m is connected; this image must clearly contain all of the negative real numbers. Since this is so, and
, then the image of α under U m is less than that of g m . On the other hand, the image under U m ofρ shares U m (i + 3z) with the image of Ax(G m ); hence the image under U m ofρ lies above the image of Ax(G m ). We conclude that U m sends the h-line containingρ to an h-line meeting the imaginary axis above i. The subsequent lift cannot enter the low triangle. Since the action of U "undoes" wraps, we conclude that the number of wraps of ρ is at most m.
Similarly to the above, if g m−1 < α < U −m+1 (0), then the image of α under U m−1 is negative and U m−1 sendsρ to an h-line meeting the imaginary axis below i. But, then
sendsρ to an h-line meeting the vertical h-line x = 3z above i + 3z. Therefore, g m−1 < α < U −m+1 (0) implies that ρ has at most m wraps. We have found that for ρ to have n wraps, α must lie in the interval (g n−1 , g n ]. (The right foot β is in (u + , ∞). )
We wish to show that if α is not some g n , then there is a power of U sending the h-line containingρ to an h-line of greater diameter. Note first that there is a simple relation between the feet of any h-line passing through the point i + 3z, in particular: β = 3z + 1/(3z − α). Using this relation, we of course have αβ = (−3zα
2 )/(3z − α) and α+ β = (−α 2 )/(3z − α), and Lemma 21 (upon clearing denominators) thus shows that any fixed matrix A increases the diameter of h-line passing through the point i + 3z if and only if a certain quadratic inequality, in terms of a foot α and explicit in terms of the entries of A and the parameter z, holds. We now show that if α ≤ 0 then the image under U = S 3z T of the h-line containingρ has increased diameter. Since S 3z is a translation, it does not change diameter. Therefore, we consider the action of T . As discussed in the previous paragraph, Lemma 21 shows that T acts quadratically with respect to these diameters; the condition α < 0, leads to an explicit quadratic inequality in α identifying the region of increased diameters. The boundary of this region is identified by the side condition that α < 0 and by the solutions of the associated quadratic equality. Naturally, g 0 is the smaller of these solutions; the right foot ofG 0 is the other solution -thus T either increases or decreases diameters of all h-lines passing through i + 3z and of left foot α ∈ (g 0 , 0). But, if α is sufficiently close to x = 0, then T (α) can be made arbitrarily large. On the other hand, β is bounded away from x = 0 and hence has bounded image under T ; thus α sufficiently close to x = 0 is the foot of an h-line of increased diameter. We conclude that for all α ∈ (g 0 , 0), the h-line containing the correspondingρ has increased height under T , and hence also U .
If now α > 0, then we find a corresponding quadratic inequality for the locus of points forming feet of h-lines passing through the point i + 3z for which U increases diameters. By Lemma 20, g 1 and the other foot ofG 1 partition the real line into the components of constant increase or decrease. Since U sends the interval (0, 1/3z] to (−∞, 0] (in an orientation preserving, continuous manner), we can make | U (α) | arbitrarily large by choosing α sufficiently close to 0. But, the image of β is attracted to u + ; that is, this image is certainly bounded. We thus conclude that U increases diameters for all α ∈ (0, g 1 ).
We have shown that if the initial subarc of the Type 3 γ has n = 1 wrap (in the counter clock-wise direction), then γ must be the projection of the axis ofG 1 . For n > 1, U n preserves the height of the h-line passing through i + 3z and of left foot g n , thus the axis ofG n . The quadratic nature of the increase of heights then can be invoked, and arguments as for n = 1 go through.
Finally, note that reflection about the line ℜw = 3z/2 sends the w-Poincaré upper half-plane to itself while acting as a transposition on each of the ordered pairs (u − , u + ) and (i, i+ 3z). This reflection thus also induces a transposition on each of the pairs (U, U −1 ) and (T, S 3z T S −3z ). Thus, the image of Ax(G n ) under this reflection is the axis of U n S 3z T S −3z U −n T . On the other hand, the final lift of Ax(G n ) in the process above is U n ( Ax(G n ) ); this is the axis of T U n S 3z T S −3z U −n . That is, the reflection of the axis and its image under U n are the same, up to orientation. Of course, the reflection gives an h-line projecting to a geodesic of n-wraps, but this h-line begins at e instead of e + 3z; confer Figure 7 . The rest of the argument now follows by symmetry.
Remark 4. The sequences of the a n are directly related to elliptic elements of order three in the modular group. These sequences also arose in recent work on the Markoff spectrum by Burger et al [BuEtAl] . We believe this to underline the importance in the Markoff theory of the phenomenon of wrapping about elliptic fixed points. See also [V] for certain general techniques for height spectra that emphasize elements of finite order.
High Geodesics
Various subcases are easily shown to be of large height. f F(e) e+3 e g Figure 7 . The axis of G 1 (1, 1, 1) .
9.1. High Type 4 Geodesics. Consider the word S 3 E 2 S −3 E 2 S 3 E 2 S −3 E 0 . The corresponding geodesic as seen in the (translated) PSSI-indexed fundamental domain: begins at the fixed point e 0 of E 0 ; proceeds to the right, crosses the fundamental domain; a second lift then begins at the imaginary axis, intersects the first lift, and descends to exit the domain to the right of the fixed point of E 2 -the arguments as for the high Type 2 geodesics hence show that this is a high geodesic-; the next lift begins from the low triangle and rises to the left to exit along the imaginary axis -it thus crosses the initial lift, and in so doing completes the subsequent disk that contains the elliptic fixed point corresponding to E 2 ; we see that this is indeed a Type 4 geodesic -; finally, a lift begins at the translate of the imaginary axis by 3 and ends at the fixed point of E 2 . When (x, y, z) = (1, 1, 1), this has height 5.49044. 9.2. High Type 5 Geodesics. By use of winding numbers, Type 5 geodesics can be assigned to two subcases. Given γ of Type 5, consider a parametrization of a subray of γ that includes the defining monogons about the cusp and about two elliptic fixed points. The winding numbers of the monogon about the cusp and of the monogon about the remaining elliptic fixed points are each ±1.
Consider the subcase of the winding numbers being of opposite sign. It is fairly straightforward to see that γ is then of height at least h = 4.5, compare with Lemma 15. 9.3. Earlier Example in Type 7. Following a suggestion of W. Moran, Crisp et al. [CrEtAl] classify the closed curves of two self-intersections on the punctured torus. As an application of this, they find the automorphism class of twice self-intersecting closed geodesics of heights between 3 and 6 on Γ ′ \H . By applying the automorphism (A, B)
It is easily seen that the primitive Γ 3 \H geodesic is of our Type 7 -it is in fact a closed figure eight, with the cusp in one loop and two elliptic points in the second.
It is straightforward to give a formula for the height of each of geodesic of this type, using PSSI-indexed regions. However, Proposition 7.4 of [CrEtAl] already shows that these geodesics have relatively large heights. Here, we must point out that their proof is flawed. The final line of that proof would lead us to believe that these Type 7 geodesics have heights exactly 3 more than heights of simple closed geodesics. One can easily solve to show that this is false.
In their proof, [CrEtAl] correctly show that each isometry class of the Type 7 geodesics (in their setting as geodesics on the punctured torus) can be represented by a purely periodic continued fraction, whose period has the form [5, 2, b 2 , b 3 , . . . , b n ]. Furthermore, they show that [2, 2, b 2 , b 3 , . . . , b n ] is the period of a purely periodic continued fraction representing a simple closed geodesic.
But, the Markoff value of such a period depends on the bi-infinite sequence given by repeating the period; clearly, the bi-infinite sequence formed by subtracting 3 from the initial value of the bi-infinite sequence of period (5, 2, b 2 , b 3 , . . . , b n differs infinitely often with that of period (2, 2, b 2 , b 3 , . . . , b n ). However, it is easily seen (see the first two lemmas in [CF] ) that as the index n tends to infinity -thus as the length of the periods tends to infinity-the Markoff values do indeed tend to values that differ by 3.
9.4. Remaining High Type 7. It is easy to show that any Type 7 geodesic that follows the path of the closed figure eights also has large height. That is, any Type 7 geodesic whose tails, continuing its bigon containing the two elliptic fixed points, remain exterior to the bigon is indeed of large height. 9.5. High Type 8 Geodesics. Similar reasoning as for the above example of a high Type 4 shows that S 3 E 2 S 3 E 2 S −3 E 2 S −3 E 0 leads to a high Type 8 geodesic. Here one tail terminates at e, the other passes underneath the fixed point of E 2 so as to then enter into the cusped disk and then terminate at E 2 . With (x, y, z) = (1, 1, 1), one finds a height of 4.91471.
Low Geodesics
There are indeed low height geodesics of each of the remaining cases. We give matrices, in terms of generators, whose axes -by tracing lifts in a (translated) PSSI-indexed domainare easily checked to be of the case indicated. Height calculations are also easily performed. We have chosen Markoff triples so as to give decreasing heights for these selected examples; for the first triple (x, y, z) = (1, 1, 1), all of these examples have fairly high lifts.
Proposition 4. For each of the following, a representative of a geodesic of the indicated case is given by the projection to Γ
3 \H of the axis of a rational translation of the indicated matrix; an approximation to height of this geodesic is as indicated. , 13, 34) ; h(γ M ) = 3.03; , 5, 13) ; h(γ M ) = 3.01 .
The Geometry of Local Isolation
Given a value in the Markoff spectrum, one can ask if this value is isolated or not. An easier question is to ask if a geodesic that realizes a given height is such that any geodesic sufficiently close, in terms of proximity of highest point, has height far from that of the original geodesic. This notion, which we make precise below, is directly related to what Davis and Kinney [DK] called local isolation in their setting of continued fractions. Crisp and Moran showed that the PSSI are locally isolated in these terms. Using more a more geometric approach, we show that a wide class of geodesics, including the PSSI of Crisp and Moran, are locally isolated in height.
Recall that one can consider a Markoff-type spectrum with respect to any cusp on any Riemann surface, see say [SS1] . In brief, we can always normalize so that the cusp in question is lifted to ∞ on ∂H, and consider diameters of lifts as in the case of Γ 3 \H .
11.1. Local Isolation Defined. We say that γ is isolated in height if the height of γ is an isolated point in the Markoff spectrum of S. A height-achieving geodesic γ is locally isolated (in height) if the apex of every highest lift of γ admits a punctured open neighborhood in H such that any h-line of apex in this neighborhood projects to a geodesic of S of height strictly greater than the height of the h-line. We mildly generalize a result from D. Crisp's thesis, see Remark 6.3 of [Cr] . As Crisp mentions, this result is directly related to Theorem 8 of Chapter 1 of [CF] .
Proposition 5. Let S be a Riemann surface S with a distinguished cusp, and let γ be a geodesic of S. If the height of γ is finite and not isolated in the Markoff spectrum of S, then there is a height-achieving geodesic, δ, of S of the same height as γ such that δ is not locally isolated.
Proof: We argue as in the proof of Lemma 1. Indeed, there is a sequence of geodesics whose heights limit to the height of γ; by Lemma 1, we may assume that this sequence consists of height-achieving geodesics. Again by compactness, we can find a subsequence of geodesics with highest lifts having converging apexes. By continuity of action of isometries of H, the limit point is the apex of a h-line that projects to a height-achieving geodesic of S. Clearly, this geodesic has the same height as γ.
It is well known that the classical Markoff spectrum admits one-sided limit points. The complement of this notion, in our setting, is referred to as isolation from above or isolation from below. The terms locally isolated (in height) from above and locally isolated (in height) from below have their obvious meanings.
Proposition 6. The previous result remains true upon replacing the word 'isolated' by either 'isolated from above' or by 'isolated from below'. 11.2. Local Isolation from Above. The following proposition was inspired by the work of Crisp and Moran: PSSI are locally isolated. We thank R. Bumby for pointing out that our result in the special setting of the modular surfaces is closely related to a result of Remak, see Theorem 1, p. 25 of [Ca] .
Proposition 7. Let γ be a closed geodesic on a Riemann surface with a distinguished cusp. Then the height of γ is locally isolated from above.
Proof: We normalize so that the cusp is represented by ∞. Since γ is closed, we consider a highest lift for γ. This lift lies on the axis of a hyperbolic matrix, say M . Let η be the attractive fixed point of M , and ξ the repulsive fixed point of M . By replacing M by M −1 as necessary, we may assume that η < ξ. From this, it follows that M ∞ < η and M −1 ∞ > ξ, see [Fo2] : Figure 6 and related discussion. Of course, M preserves the cross-ratio of any four points. In particular,
Therefore, M increases the height of any h-line of feet α, β with α ∈ [M ∞, η] and β ∈ [η, M −1 ∞].
To express this condition in terms of apexes, note that any h-line of left foot some general α has apex z = x 0 + i(x 0 − α) for some x 0 ; similarly, any h-line of right foot some general β has apex satisfying y = −x + β. We thus let A be the interior of the finite parallelogram bounded by the lines of equation 
we find that any h-line of apex lying in A ∪ B ∪ C will have its height increased by either M or M −1 . Let R be the (triangular) subset of this region that lies above the horizontal line passing through the apex of the axis of M , see Figure 8 . Now suppose that γ is a closed geodesic on the Riemann surface S = G\H with G a Fuchsian group. Our assumptions are (1) the chosen cusp of S is represented by ∞, and (2) a highest lift of γ lies on the axis of M , with M ∈ G. Then for any geodesic arc ν of S possessing a highest lift with apex in the region R, there is a yet higher lift of ν. Now, if ν extends to a geodesic of S whose height is attained, then clearly this geodesic defined by ν cannot have a highest lift in R. If ν extends to a geodesic whose height is determined by a subsequence of high lifts, then we may assume that each of these lifts has apex exterior to R. We conclude that R is void of highest points of geodesics of S. Hence, γ is locally isolated in height from above.
We remark that local isolation from above is not, however, enjoyed by all geodesics.
Corollary 2. Let S be a Riemann surface with a distinguished cusp. There exist open geodesics of S that are not locally isolated from above.
Proof: We showed in [SS1] that S admits a Hall ray: there is a height above which all heights are achieved. It is easily checked that there exist closed geodesics of heights in the Hall ray. Fix one such closed geodesic. The height of this geodesic is not locally isolated from above. Thus, by Proposition 6, some geodesic which is not locally isolated from above is of this height. But, every closed geodesic is locally isolated from above. Therefore, there is some open geodesic, of this height, that is not locally isolated from above.
11.3. Local Isolation from Below. Any geodesic connecting two elliptic fixed points of order two on a Riemann surface is a closed geodesic, hence the next result combined with the above implies that any geodesic connecting elliptic fixed points of order two is locally isolated in height. Proof: We first note that T : z → −1/z takes C(c, r), the circle of real center c and radius r, to C( c/(c 2 − r 2 ), r/| c 2 − r 2 | ). Thus, this element increases radii whenever | c 2 − r 2 | < 1. Now, any h-line passing through the fixed point, z = i, of T has apex of the form z = x + iy with x 2 − y 2 = −1. This apex determines the h-line of center c = x and radius r = y; this apex thus lies on the upper (branch of the hyperbola forming a) boundary of the region of increased heights. Now let M be hyperbolic such that a highest lift of γ lies upon the axis of M , and let e, f be the highest lifts of elliptic fixed points of order two lying on this axis. Call the elliptic elements fixing these E, F respectively; note that E and F are in the Fuchsian group of the Riemann surface under consideration. Let σ denote the apex of M . If either e or f is σ, then it is trivial to verify that the corresponding elliptic element increases heights of nearby lower h-lines. We thus may assume that the real part of e is less than the real part of σ, whereas the real part of f is greater than that of σ, see Figure 9 . Now, e = (a + i)/b for real a and b, with b positive. Since w → bw − a is an isometry of H, E increases radii for h-lines of apex z = x + iy with | (x + a) 2 + y 2 | < b 2 ; σ lies on the upper boundary of this region. By our normalization of e, we have that E increases heights for those h-lines of apex below and to the right, while sufficiently close to σ.
A similar analysis for the action of F shows that it increases radii for those h-lines of apex lying below and to the left of, while sufficiently close to, σ. The region of increased heights determined by these two elliptic elements of order two is the union of the finite regions bounded by hyperbolas. In particular, this region contains all points below and sufficiently close to σ, again see Figure 9 .
Remark 5. Corollary 2 is easily seen to hold upon replacing the words 'from above' by 'from below'. More interesting, there are also examples of closed geodesics that are not locally isolated from below -in the proof of Theorem 6 of [Gb] , Flahive shows that the purely periodic continued fractions of period 2, 1 2n+1 determine non-isolated values in the classical Markoff spectrum; in fact, the proof shows a local limiting behavior which is equivalent to the corresponding closed geodesic of (say) Γ 3 \H being a local limit from below. 11.4. Applications. We give some implications of the results of the previous two subsections. The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 3. Every Type 1, every closed Type 2, and every Type 3 geodesic is locally isolated in height.
The following result is well-known and apparently first proven by use of continued fractions, see the Lemma 7 and related material of Chapter 1 of [CF] . Here we use the geometric approach to prove it.
Proposition 8. The PSSI given by T 3 T 0 has an isolated value in the Markoff spectrum.
Proof: The circle we consider has center x = 3/2 and radius r = √ 13/2. But, for any c ∈ (3/2, √ r + 1 ), one has | c 2 − r 2 | < 1. Note that √ r + 1 > 2. Thus, T 0 causes an increase in height for any h-line of radius r and high point with x-coordinate between 3/2 and 2. Therefore, using continuity of the action of T 0 for the case of open geodesics, no other geodesics of Γ 3 \H has height r and a lift of apex with x-coordinate between 3/2 and 2.
However, up to Γ 3 \H isometry, any h-line of radius r is equivalent to one whose apex has x-coordinate between 3/2 and 2. Hence, there are no geodesics on Γ 3 \H of height r that are not PSSI. Since PSSI are locally isolated, Proposition 5 implies that this height is isolated.
Limits
Recall that Crisp and Moran showed that PSSI are of height 9 + 4/z 2 , where z can take on the value of the largest element of any Markoff triple. The only limit of such heights is 3.
12.1. Limits of Low Type 2 Geodesics. Proof: Suppose that some h is the limit of a sequence of heights of low Type 2 closed geodesics. Choose a convergent subsequence of these heights, and for each element of this subsequence fix a low Type 2 closed geodesic realizing this height. From Proposition 2, there is a corresponding sequence of Markoff triples. The largest values, the z-values, of these triples are either bounded or unbounded.
If the z-values are bounded, then we may choose a convergent subsequence such that the z-values are constant. There are at most finitely many Markoff triples with any fixed z-value. (The famed 'uniqueness conjecture' states that there is in fact exactly one such triple.) We may thus further assume that our convergent sequence of heights arises from geodesics with a common associated Markoff triple. Thus, again by Proposition 2, each of the corresponding geodesics is the projection the axis of some H n,j . We choose a convergent subsequence such that the value of j is constant throughout. Thus, the only non-constant parameter is n; the limit height is realized as a local limit. Indeed, for ease of argument, we translate and inflate; since S 3z (Ẽ 1Ẽ2 ) nẼ j (Ẽ 1Ẽ2 ) −n S −3z T = S 3z U −nẼ j U n S −3z · T , its axis joins S 3z U −n ( Fix(Ẽ j ) ) to i; here Fix(Ẽ j ) denotes the fixed point ofẼ j . As n tends to infinity, there is a limiting h-line; this h-line passes through i and 3z + u − . Deflating and translating, we find a pointed open Type 2 geodesic, as given by Lemma 17.
If the z-values of the convergent subsequence are unbounded, again each of the associated geodesics is the projection the axis of some H n,j . We choose a convergent subsequence such that the value of j is constant throughout, and such that the various z-values are distinct. Translate and inflate; by the above, each geodesic now gives the h-line passing through i and S 3z U −n ( Fix(Ẽ j ) ). For each n ∈ N, the point p n := U −n ( Fix(Ẽ j ) ) lies on Ax(U ); see Figure 6 . If j = 2, then p 1 = Fix(Ẽ 2 ); in all other cases, p n lies below Fix(Ẽ 1 ). But, this fixed point is Fix(Ẽ 1 ) = x/y +iz/y. Thus, after deflating, if z is corresponds to a geodesic of our convergent subsequence, then this geodesic is of height at most that of the h-line joining i/z and 3 + x/yz + i/y. Now, for any sequence of Markoff triples with increasing z-values, each of x/yz and i/y tends to zero. Hence, the limit of the convergent subsequence of heights is h = 3.
Finally, a closed geodesic of Γ 3 \H has a highest lift whose feet are conjugate quadratic algebraic numbers; its height is thus the square root of a non-square rational number. It is trivially checked that the heights of open pointed Type 2 geodesics do not enjoy this property.
12.2. Limits of Type 3 Geodesics.
Lemma 23. Every convergent sequence of heights of Type 3 height-achieving geodesics converges to h = 3.
Proof: We have shown that to each solution (x, y, z) of Markoff's equation and to each n there is one n-wrap Type 3 geodesic, whose height is as in Theorem 2. From the formula for these heights, if either a n (z) or z tends to infinity, then the heights converge to h = 3. But, it is easily checked that as n tends to infinity so does a n . Since there are at most finitely many solutions to Markoff's equation with any given value of z, one now has that any infinite sequence of Type 3 geodesics admits a subsequence whose heights converge to h = 3 and that this is the only limit value of these sequences.
12.3. Limits of Certain Type 4 Geodesics; Limits and Spinning. We now give an explicit computation of Type 4 geodesics with low height limits.
Recall that the standard generators of Γ 3 are T j , with j ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Let A = T 1 T 2 T 1 T 0 and B = T 0 T 1 ; then A and B are the standard generating pair for Γ ′ . Proof: Each γ n is also the projection of the axis of B −n A −n . We have B −1 A −1 = S 3 E with E = T 0 ; as well, B −2 A −2 = T 1 · ES 3 ES −3 · T 1 . Since the projections to Γ 3 \H of the axis of the conjugate of B −2 A −2 by T 1 is also γ 2 , we find that γ 2 is indeed the PSSI associated to the simple closed geodesic γ 1 . Denote the vertices of F the PSSI-indexed fundamental domain in the usual manner -in particular, E, F, G fix the vertices e, f and g respectively. It is now an exercise emphasizing the order two nature of the elements E, F and G to find that γ n is the projection of the h-line ℓ n given by See Figure 10 . Of course, T 1 A −1 T 1 = S 3 F and T 1 B −1 T 1 = EF ; thus there is no surprise in the above formulas. Note that S −3 G = EF , and S 3 F = S 3 ES −3 G; the h-lines Ax(S −3 G) and Ax(HG) thus each meet F in two equivalent lifts of a companion simple closed geodesic. Therefore, each γ n is, up to orientation, the union of two simple rays emanating from its high point. For n ≥ 2, these rays first meet again as each begins its spinning about its respective 'guiding' simple closed geodesic. But, this gives a cusped disk followed by a subsequent bigon about the projection of e. That is, each of these γ n is indeed of Type 4.
The limit as n to infinity is the projection of the h-line joining the attractive fixed point of S −3 G, say v + , to that of S 3 F , say w + . These are (1 − √ 5)/2 and (5 + √ 5)/2, respectively. Thus, the limit height is 2 + √ 5.
We easily generalize the above.
Corollary 4. Let (x, y, z) be a Markoff triple. Let S 3 E = GF be the factorization of the matrix whose axis projects to the simple closed geodesic corresponding as in Theorem 5 to this triple. Let γ n be the projection to Γ 3 \H of the axis of (GS −3 ) n (S 3 F ) n . Then γ 2 is the PSSI associated to this triple, and each γ n with n > 2 is a closed geodesic of Type 4. There is a limit of these geodesics, it is the open geodesic that is the projection of the h-line joining the attractive fixed points of S 3 F and S −3 G. If (x, y, z) = (1, 1, 1), this geodesic is of height 3 + 9 − 4/x 2 + 9 − 4/y 2 − 9 − 4( 1/x 2 + 1/y 2 ) 2 ;
in no case is it the height of any closed geodesic of Γ 3 \H . Upon fixing x and allowing y to tend to infinity, the limit of the heights of such open geodesics is 3.
Proof: The core of the proof is as for the lemma. Since the axes of S 3 F and S −3 G project to distinct simple closed geodesics of Γ 3 \H , their attractive fixed points are each real quadratic numbers, but they are not conjugate. Therefore, their difference cannot give the height of a closed geodesic. Now, with (x, y, z) fixed, the limit of the h-lines as n tends to infinity is the projection of the h-line joining the attractive fixed point of S −3 G, say v + , to that of S 3 F , say w + ; see Figure 10 . The diameter of this h-line is exactly that of the h-line joining the attractive fixed point of S −3 E 2 to that of S 3 E 1 , where the E i are as in Lemma 9. This diameter is easily found to be 2x/yz + 3 + 9 − 4/y 2 2 − ( −2y/xz + 3 − 9 − 4/x 2 2 ) ,
But, by the quadratic equation applied to Markoff's Equation,
z = 3xy ± 9x 2 y 2 − 4(x 2 + y 2 ) 2 , where whenever (x, y, z) = (1, 1, 1), the larger root is taken. Hence, the diameter of this limit h-line is L = 3 + 9 − 4/x 2 + 9 − 4/y 2 − 9 − 4( 1/x 2 + 1/y 2 ) 2 . Now, we indeed find a limit of 3 as y tends to infinity.
